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You have two votes, 
one for a party and 
one for a person 
Your Party Vote is for the party you prefer. 
Your Electorate Vote is for the person you would 
like to be the MP for your local electorate. 

~ Your Party Vote 
The Party Votes decide the total 
number of seats each party gets 
in Parliament. 
You vote for your preferred party with your Party Vote. 
Each party's share of all the Party Votes decides its overall 
share of all the 120 seats in Parliament. (See the last box 
for how a party's share of seats is made up of its electorate 
seats and list seats.) 
The more seats a party has, the more influence it is likely 
to have in deciding what laws are passed and how the 
country is run. 

,- ... , 
How a party's share 
of seats is decided 
Each party gets seats in Parliament based on its share of all the Party Votes. 
For example, if a party gets 40% of all the Party Votes, it gets 40% of all the 
seats in Parliament: 40% of 120 seats = 48 seats. 
If another party gets 10% of all the Party Votes, • 
it gets 10% of all the seats in Parliament, 
i.e. 12 seats. 
And so on. 
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But ... ,. ......... , --. A party must get at least 
5% of all the Party Votes or 
win an electorate seat to get a 
share of the seats in Parliament. 
This is called the threshold. 
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\ , A party that doesn't get over the 

threshold won't have any seats 

in Parliament. 
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~ Your Electorate Vote 
The Electorate Votes decide 
who will be the MP for your 
electorate. 
The person who gets the most Electorate Votes in each 
electorate is elected the MP for that seat. 
There are 60 General electorates and 5 Maori electorates. 
So the Electorate Votes will decide 65 of the 120 seats , 
in Parliament. 
The other 55 seats in Parliament will be filled by MPs 
elected ftom the party lists. 

The Party List MPs 
Remember, the total number of seats for each party is decided by 
its share of all the Party Votes - provided it gets over the threshold. 
A party's seats are filled by list MPs, electorate MPs, or a 
combination of both. 
If a party has some electorate MPs but not enough to reach its rightful 
total of seats, it tops up to its total with MPs from its party list. 
If a party hasn't won any electorate seats, all its MPs will be list MPs. 
And a party will not have any list MPs if it has enough electorate 

MPs to fill its rightful share of seats. 



If you want to know 

more about MMP or if 

you want a translation of 

this leaflet call: 

0800 800610 

Internet address: 
http://wll~ .. govt.nz/ele(tions 

MMP: IT TAKES 
JUST TWO TICKS 

Any questions? 
Q: Do I have to give my 

Electorate Vote to a 
candidate from the 
same party that I 
support with my 
Party Vote? 

A: No. How you vote is up to 

you. If you want to give your 

Electorate Vote to a candidate 

from the same party as YOll 

support with your Party Vote, 

you tick circles next to each 

other on the ballot paper. 

On the other hand, if you 

want to give your Electorate 

Vote to a candidate from a 

different party than you 

support with your Party Vote 

or to an independent 

candidate, you tick circles on 

different lines of the ballot 

paper. 

Q: Is one vote more 
important than the 
other? 

A: Both your votes are important 

for different reasons: 

• The Party Votes decide 

each party's share of all 120 

seats in Parliament. 

• The Electorate Votes 

decide who will be the MP 

to represent your electorate. 
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Do I have to use both 
my votes? 

No.You can cast both votes 

or only one. 

Can an independent 
candidate still get 
elected to Parliament? 

Yes, but only for an 

electorate seat. 

Can someone be a 
candidate for an 
electorate seat and also 
be on the party's list? 

Yes. If they win the electorate 

seat, they come off the 

party list. 

Does a party list 
candidate have to 
stand in an electorate? 

No. 

Can voters change the 
order of candidates on 
a party's list? 

No . 

How will I know 
who's on each 
party's list? 

All the party lists will be 

published before election day. 

and they will be available in 

all the polling places on 

election day. The parties are 

also likely to advertise their 

lists. 
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